Make Only New Mistakes
Clinic notes by Byron Henderson for the Layout Design SIG

Model railroad layout design isn't rocket science, but
it's also not a simple matter of plopping down track in a
haphazard maze. One of the biggest problems designers
encounter is taking the steps of design out of order. (And
by the way, the ready availability of model railroad CAD
can often make it worse!)
Everyone will discover a method that works best for
them, but for this clinic we'll discuss the design process
in three roughly-defined phases: Conceptual, Structural,
and Detail. Our goal is to help designers “Make Only
New Mistakes” by sharing best practices.
Hey, what about "Gs and 'Ds"?
John Armstrong's exercise of "Givens and 'druthers"
has been around the hobby for many years and it’s still
important. The preferences, wants, and interests explored
through a G&D exercise help inform the Conceptual
phase. And the Givens of space realities, minimum radii,
etc., etc. are critical to the Structural and Detail phases.
So this three-step approach isn't a replacement for
Givens and 'druthers, instead, these are the steps that
turn Gs&Ds into a layout design. Let's consider the first
of these, the Conceptual Phase.
Conceptual Phase – the most critical
Put down that pencil or computer mouse! The early
stages of layout design are no time for detailed
rendering. Instead, this phase is focused on theme and
concept. How will visitors and operators experience the
layout? What signature elements of your real or
imagined prototype do you wish to convey? What will
be the purpose of the layout; for example, operationsoriented, model railfan, or just fun to run while sipping a
frosty beverage?
Capturing and distilling your layout conceptual vision
is a time for free-flowing creativity, which unfortunately
is difficult for most model railroaders. Unbounded
sketches, free-hand maps, and collections of favorite
prototype or model scenes in a file can all be tools for
creativity. The goal in this phase is to identify and
prioritize signature elements of the real or imagined
prototype, be they scenes, traffic types, topography and
scenery, etc.
Most model railroaders give this phase scant attention,
instead rushing headlong into drawing detailed track
plans. But the Conceptual process is often the most
important element in determining the success or failure
of a design.
Structural Phase
Despite the name, this has nothing to do with either
benchwork or model structures; rather it is the point in
the process where we start to select from the ideas
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developed in the Conceptual Phase and begin placing
them on paper (or electrons). Sadly, this is also the phase
where we must start making compromises.
In this phase, we now begin to "frame" the layout
design by defining the boundaries of the modeled areas.
How long a prototype distance? How many
towns/locations? What kinds of facilities? Strictly
location-by-location or "compressively selected":
choosing only the most modelgenic locales, even if it
means changing order or leaving out some sites?
With some idea of the scope of the real or imagined
prototype to be modeled in mind, the choices begin. Is
your priority in having a layout that "looks like" or
"works like" the real thing in terms of fidelity? Having
both is possible, but requires more resources in the form
of space, time, money, and complexity.
In addition, there will likely be a need for additional
model layout realities in the form of staging yards,
access space, crossovers, or other elements necessary for
the proper operation of the layout. Fidelity, scope, and
functional layout realities always find their balance with
the available resources – sometimes with unexpected
(and unhappy) results!
Cornerstones and PICS
As we begin to better define the layout in the
Structural phase, we can turn to some layout design "best
practices" that can make layouts more realistic to view
and or operate. For operations-oriented layouts, some
consider these to be the four cornerstones:
• Prototype inspiration
• Staging
• Large industries
• Interchange
For model railfan and scenery-oriented layouts, the
key elements can be slightly different. We can think of
the acronym PICS:
• Plausible scenes
• Independent / isolated vignette(s)
• Scenery contours
• Staging
Savvy Standards
One of the key decisions is the standards to be used for
rendering the layout "footprint" in the Structural phase.
Choosing too large a value for minimum radius, turnout
number, and so on can be just as constraining as
choosing one that is too small – if it doesn't work for the
desired theme and in the space available.
A handy tool at this stage is to think in terms of
"lineals" (popularized by master designer Don Mitchell,

among others). These are based on the typical and
maximum design-length train. This linear length
becomes our "measuring stick" for passing sidings, yard
track lengths, distance between "towns", etc.
When are we gonna draw something?
OK, now we're getting to the point of rendering a toscale "footprint" sketch roughly locating the layout's
major elements (yards, crossings, towns, large industries,
etc.) Here are some of the things to consider as we begin
fitting chunks of the concept in the space:
• Now it’s to scale – so don’t cheat!
• See the space, not rectangles
• Schematic choice (e.g., point-to-point, loop-toloop, etc.) that fits the concept and theme
• Signature track alignments
• Grade check (realistic, with transitions)
• Size elements (based on standards)
• Capture obstructions in benchwork
• Draw curves to find some straight track
• Footprint (try a spiral – Island? Shelf? Yes!)
• Orientation (Which way is East? Should it be
consistent around the layout?)
• Room for people (resist temptation to scrimp on
aisles)
• Reach and access
• Staging location and connections
• Serendipity
• Iterate until it works well
Details, details
After quite a bit of work with footprints and the
placement of the overall components of the layout, we're
ready to turn to the details. This is the phase where most
model railroaders begin their design, and doing so leads
to many unsuccessful track plans.
Yard throats, passing sidings, and industrial
configurations are important, but only in support of the
vision and theme defined in the Conceptual Phase and
within the framework of the Structural Phase.
Won't LDEs solve the whole thing?
A recent focus in design thinking is Layout Design
Elements (LDEs): defined as segments of real railroads
that may be dropped into a layout design. While it is true
that most designers will be better off with one of these as
a starting point, indiscriminately plopping down LDEs
and connecting them together may result in unexpected
operating problems if other key elements, such as a
distant runaround, are inadvertently left out.
For this reason, it can be helpful to make distinctions
between the elements of the prototype (e.g., a yard, a
station, a junction) and the functional layout
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requirements that might be necessary for a satisfying
layout (such as staging, crossovers, runarounds, et al).
It’s worth noting that model railroaders tend to operate
much higher densities of traffic on their model layouts
than were supported by the real railroad. If the real-life
town never had more than one train in town at a time and
the demands of the op session lead to three at once, the
“pure prototype” track configuration may not support the
desired operation. This is a case where a track or two
beyond the prototype design may be necessary.
Similarly, the oft-stated suggestion to model a stretch
of railroad from division-point yard to division-point
yard is impractical for all but the larger spaces and
particular prototypes.
An introduction to layout design thinking
Many more model railroaders would be successful in
layout design if they recognized that while they may be
tempted to spend the bulk of their effort on the Detail
phase, the most important work happens in the
Conceptual and Structural Phases.
Theme and concept layouts are most successful when
they communicate the builder's vision. Communicating a
sense of time, a feeling of place, and an impression of
purpose make the layout more realistic and more
rewarding to the operator and viewer.
We hope this clinic has helped you think about layout
design in new ways. But there is much more to learn for
those who wish to build their understanding of model
layout design best practices and real-life railroad
concepts.
Layout Design SIG
A terrific resource to learn about all the phases of track
planning is the Layout Design SIG. We publish the
40-page full-color Layout Design Journal about four
times per year. Each issue is chock-full of design
concepts, real-life experience, tips, techniques – and
track plans! Memberships are available with either paper
or on-line delivery of the LDJ. Back issues are also
available for purchase.
We offer many activities at National and Regional
Meets, from clinics and tours to design consultations.
To contact or join the LDSIG:
www.ldsig.org
LDSIG Member Services
577 N Searls Rd.
Webberville, MI 48892
Groups.io discussion:
https://groups.io/g/ldsig
Find us on Facebook:
News: www.facebook.com/Layout.Design.SIG
Discussion: https://tinyurl.com/LDSIG-FB-Group
Byron Henderson’s site:
www.layoutvision.com

